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Rice plans enrollment increase
of 800 students by 2025

Students talk hopes
and fears for next
four years under
Biden administration
NITHYA SHENOY
FOR THE THRESHER

ILLUSTRATION BY
CHLOE

TALHA ARIF
ASST NEWS EDITOR

Rice plans to increase the undergraduate population by 20
percent by 2025, according to President David Leebron. Leebron
presented the preliminary plan for the expansion at the Jan. 27
Faculty Senate meeting.
Rice received a record-high number of applicants this year,
with over 29,000 applications. Leebron said at the Faculty
Senate meeting that the plan is to slightly increase the numbers
of the Fall 2021 entering class, but final admissions decisions
will be made in February.
“We’re not at all at this point concerned with quality, given
both the strength and size of the applicants,” Leebron said.
Leebron said that as with the last expansion, some of the
benefits include support for faculty growth, greater campus
dynamism and increased diversity.
“In this process, we need to be careful to preserve the best
aspects of our culture and community, and the close connections
we foster among students, staff and faculty. Both the residential
colleges and the new student center will help enable that,”
Leebron said.
Rice grew in size last decade from around 2,900 students
in 2004 to around 3,800 students by 2016 as part of Leebron’s
Vision for the Second Century, Second Decade. The percent
of white undergraduate students decreased from 57 percent
in Fall 2004 to 42 percent in Fall 2016, the percent of Asian
students increased from 14 to 28 percent and the percent of
African American students increased slightly from seven
to nine percent. The percent of international students also
increased from three to 12 percent in 2016. Enrollment
demographics for Fall 2020 can be found here.
Leebron said this expansion plan is smaller than the

XU

previous expansion,
which was around 34 percent. A previous Thresher article
in 2015 indicated concerns regarding class size, which was
addressed by “hiring more faculty and looking further into
optimal class sizes.”
During the Faculty Senate meeting, Laura Schaefer,
professor of mechanical engineering, said that during the
growth period from last decade, students did not spread
evenly across schools as anticipated. Leebron said that
Rice will pay close attention to potential shifts in interest
in disciplines and try to get a better handle earlier on
possible shifts.
“The phenomena we observed [back then] was not
unique to Rice; that is, a strong increase in engineering and
… some decline in the humanities,” Leebron said. “We want
to do things that encourage a broader range of interests
and some of the new programs we have, for example …
the Center for African and African American studies and
[a potential business major] that has been talked about at
this point will help spread students across the curriculum
a little bit.”
More recently, Rice has observed increasing interest in
social sciences, according to Leebron.
“It’s hard to predict what changes there may be, but we’ll
work to anticipate, track and address them as effectively and
quickly as we can,” Leebron said.
Mary Haws, a Duncan College junior, said she believes
that expansion would likely lead to more strain on popular
academic disciplines.
“Rice already has a problem with class sizes in the more
popular majors, and increasing enrollment would only
cause more strain to these departments. In order to prevent
larger classes than those that already exist at Rice, not only
would they need to hire new professors, but also find more
office and/or lab spaces,” Haws said.
SEE ENROLLMENT PAGE 2

Owls to take to the pitch for the first time in over a year
BEN BAKER-KATZ
SPORTS EDITOR

Following a hiatus of almost 15 months,
the Rice women’s soccer team will start
its season tomorrow squaring off against
McNeese State University in Lake Charles,
Louisiana. The Owls will rely on a deep
roster, with eight of 11 starters from the
2019 season returning, as they hope to put
together a successful 2021 campaign.
“We have a lot of experienced players
coming back, a lot of starters coming
back, and the newcomers have been
really impressive so far,” junior midfielder
Delaney Schultz said. “Our team has
worked really hard and used these last
15 months to our advantage; we showed

up in the fall every day and got better.
Everyone is following protocol, and I

I don’t think every team
has taken it as seriously
as we have. We’re ready
to play.
Delaney Schultz
JUNIOR MIDFIELDER
think we’re putting ourselves in the best
position to succeed this spring.”
The Owls got a taste of competition

this past weekend in an exhibition match
against the University of Houston, their
first match since Nov. 8, 2019. The Cougars
scored on a corner kick in the 16th minute
and were able to hang on for a 1-0 victory.
Head coach Brian Lee said he wasn’t
focused on the result, but rather what could
be learned from how his team played.
“I thought it was super productive,”
Lee said. “We’ve got a bunch of new faces,
and a couple [of] people coming back
from some long-term injuries. This was
their first game action in a long time. Very
productive from a personnel standpoint,
but also from a team standpoint, getting
out [on the pitch] and finding out what
we’re good at, what we’re not good at, and
going from there.”
SEE SOCCER PAGE 7

The confirmation of Donald J. Trump’s
victory in the 2016 presidential election
set the stage for a political rollercoaster
that lasted four years. It drove countless
Americans to take a stand and voice their
support for and opposition to the former
president, whose controversial policies
and actions sparked heated debates. On
campus, those conversations served as
fuel for movements and organizations that
sought to politically engage and inform
students. Rice saw a surge in voting rates
in recent years and high engagement in
the past election as a result of the efforts of
various on-campus clubs and groups.
Now that President Joe Biden has
officially replaced Trump in the Oval Office,
a few questions arise: How might students’
political engagement change during
Biden’s term? What do students want to see
from the new administration? And how do
the ongoing pandemic and historic Capitol
insurrection that kicked off this year affect
all of this? The Thresher spoke with six
students to find out.

Expectations for new administration

Everyone has their own hopes and
fears regarding the new administration,
especially as we enter the second year of
a pandemic with many open social and
political wounds.
Hannah Young, a Wiess College
sophomore, says she hopes to see more
significant social and political progress
during Biden’s presidency, praising the
whirlwind of executive orders he has
already passed, including his order to
rejoin the Paris Climate Agreement.
“I wish that we could be pursuing a
more ambitious agenda when it comes
to something like climate change. That’s
something that is really important to me. Or
police reform, which is probably not going
to happen,” Young said. “While I wish
we could have a more ambitious agenda,
when it comes to those things I’m still
really happy [Biden] is president because
it’s better than any Republican alternative.”
Shawn Zheng made clear that he, too,
hoped to see the administration make
good on their promise to implement
a plan targeting climate change. The
Hanszen College junior also spoke
about the pandemic, with “wishes
of a comprehensive and substantive
framework for COVID-19 mitigation, which
is already underway.”
For Wills Rutherford, a Will Rice College
junior, balancing the budget is top of mind
— but he’s not hopeful Biden will seek it.
“The national debt is the highest since
World War II and borrowing large sums of
money from China to fund unnecessary
bureaucracy only complicates our political
standing,” Rutherford said. “I fear that
Biden will greatly expand the government’s
size and implement expensive programs
that will — like much bureaucracy — be
exploited and not provide much benefit to
the people it seeks to help.”
A number of students who spoke to
the Thresher expressed their desires for a
new approach to the worsening pandemic.
Kate Frucht, a Baker College freshman,
said that current case numbers in the U.S.
necessitate immediate action.
“One major thing that I want to see from
the Biden administration is an adjusted
response to the COVID-19 pandemic,”
Frucht said. “Cases and deaths are
continuing to rise in the U.S., and I hope
that the Biden administration can change
this pattern.”
SEE NEXT FOUR YEARS PAGE 5
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COVID-19 cases on campus rise over winter break
COVID positive cases at Rice
over winter break

MAINAVI REDDY
THRESHER STAFF

Rice experienced a spike in COVID cases
over the past few weeks, much of which
can be attributed to increased travel and
laxer social distancing measures during the
holidays, according to Kevin Kirby, chair of
the Crisis Management Advisory Committee.
As reported on Jan. 26 there were 38
people tested positive through Rice’s system
in the prior week, with the preceding week
ENROLLMENT FROM PAGE 1
Fayiz Faruk, a Duncan College
sophomore, said that he is in favor of
expansion although he understands
concerns regarding college resources
being spread out and larger class sizes.
“Increasing enrollment can only help
the university become even more diverse
and may even help Rice increase its
appeal as an elite college throughout the
nation and internationally,” Faruk said.
“I’ve heard many people say that Rice
can feel claustrophobic at times in terms
of meeting new people, and increasing
enrollment can only help with that.”
Leebron said at the meeting that
the goal of growing the undergraduate
population specifically by 20 percent
was to still maintain an experience
similar to the current one, but to also
help minimize upcoming budget deficits
due to the pandemic.
“There’s some distinctive things
about the Rice experience and Rice, and
so we think we still ought to be on the
smaller end of the spectrum,” Leebron
said. “We can also handle this expansion
initially due to Sid Richardson [College],
so it doesn’t require an initial capital
investment.”
According to Leebron, the preliminary
conversation
about
increasing
expansion started before the economic
consequences of the market downturn
last year and the pandemic.
“The pandemic did not launch
that conversation, but did play a role
in our thinking about accelerating
implementation,” Leebron said.
Wiess College senior Amna Ali said
she is unsure if increasing enrollment
would affect Rice’s appeal of having
small class sizes.
“Part of Rice’s charm was the smaller
classes and having relationships with
your professors, and I worry for future
students that increasing size might
affect [that],” Ali said. “On the other

having approximately 23 positive tests. The
Crisis Management Team also reported
that there had been approximately 53
positive cases at Rice from Dec. 28 to Jan.
11, a time in which there was relatively
little on-campus activity. Since the start of
the semester, the weekly positive test count
has decreased. From Jan. 26 to Feb. 2, there
were 19 reported positive tests.
Kirby attributed the rise of cases to travel
during the holiday season and off-campus
activities. The cases were also not clustered
in certain residential colleges or among
hand, there are definitely benefits [to
increasing enrollment size] such as
more events and support for things like
sports.”
Haws said she believes the overall
campuswide culture of Rice would be
drastically affected by this expansion.
“I didn’t want to go to a huge
university, and although 800 students is
nothing compared to the thousands more
at other schools, I think it is enough to
create a noticeable difference at Rice,”
Haws said.
Leebron said at the Faculty Senate
meeting that the planned expansion
would cause Rice to still remain around
a 6:1 student-to-faculty ratio, as Rice
would likely be able to hire more faculty
alongside the undergraduate expansion.
The ratio was 5.67:1 for the 2019-2020
school year.
Haws said she believes Rice is
not capable of handling this type of
expansion without building more
residential colleges and serveries.
“Without new colleges, I doubt Rice
could continue to guarantee housing for
three years, which creates other issues
given the limited number of affordable
off-campus housing options within
walking and biking distance,” Haws said.
According to Leebron, a new
residential college would not be
completed until 2025, and the old Sid
Richardson College building would be
used for some of the expansion before
then.
“We will use Old Sid Richardson for
additional housing, and we also have
increased capacity as a result of the
larger new Sid Richardson College and
replacement of the new wing of Hanszen
College. We anticipate a new college
opening in 2025,” Leebron said.
More details regarding expanding the
undergraduate body will be discussed
by Leebron at the Student Association
Senate meeting on Monday.

Projected student body increases by 2025
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Rice freshman applicants from 2016 to 2021
Number of freshman applicants

Winter break rise in positive tests

to the extent that they could. And we rolled
back some of our research activity to what
we were doing back in summer,” Kirby said.
With these adjustments, COVID cases
have been leveling off, according to Kirby.
Thus, Crisis Management emphasized
that they do not expect to move the Feb.
15 date further back as they anticipate the
conditions to continue improving.
“We anticipate those faculty who want
to teach in person to do so … after Feb. 15.
But again, it depends.” Kirby said.
According to Sahana Prasanna, a
freshman from Will Rice College, she feels
safer coming back to campus than she does
staying at home as there is a larger percentage
of COVID-19 cases in her hometown.
“We also have the ability and
requirement to get tested every week at
Rice. Back home it is not easy to schedule
or receive tests,” Prasanna said.
With the discovery of new coronavirus
variants in the United Kingdom, Brazil,
Spain and South Africa, Kirby said that the
Crisis Management Team acknowledges an
uncertain future. These new variants are
believed to be more contagious than previous
strains according to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, and the vaccine’s
effectiveness to these new variations is
unknown. The CDC recently reported that the
U.K. strain could be the dominant strain in
the United States by March.
“We know the [strain] that’s gotten a
lot of attention is the one from the United
Kingdom. And we know that is here in
Harris County. But we don’t know how
prevalent that is. However, that’s not the
primary reason that we’ve seen an increase
here in the area,” Kirby said. “What we
don’t know is if we get another increase
based on different strains that are more
transmissible.”

certain segments of Rice’s population.
“It’s what’s been happening nationally.
And what’s happened in the Houston area.
So this was the result of people getting
close to other people over the holidays,
which is very predictable. We were just
hoping that it wasn’t going to happen. But
it has. So there’s been a huge rise starting
in early December,” Kirby said.
As cases on Rice’s campus are on the
rise, positive cases in Houston have been
steadily increasing as well. The Texas
Medical Center reports that for the week
of Jan. 4 there were approximately 3,661
positive cases in the General Houston Area.
The week of Jan. 11 reported an all time
high of 4,282 cases, and the week of Jan. 18
reported 3,091 cases.
Victor Nguyen, a senior at Lovett
College, said he will be returning to campus
in February but has been keeping an eye on
recent case numbers.
“I think many students, myself included,
were concerned that travel and gatherings
over the winter break holidays would lead
to an inevitable rise in COVID cases on the
Rice campus. [I believed] complacency was
definitely a danger to continued safety,”
Nguyen said.
According to Kirby, Rice monitors data
coming from the Texas Medical Center in
order to determine changes in student or
operational capacity. Because of this data,
Rice’s Crisis Management Team, composed
of approximately 50 people equipped
with Rice’s COVID-19 policy, decided that
it would be best to postpone the arrival
of students, reduce gathering sizes and
postpone online classes.
“These were in direct response to what
happened over the holidays. We also did
two other things. We asked all but essential
employees, essentially to work from home
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New Sid Rich opens doors to first of its residents
AMY QIN
MANAGING EDITOR

After nearly two years of construction,
the new Sid Richardson College building
opened its doors to the first of its residents
on the week of Jan. 18. The building features
ten floors of student housing, spacious
common areas including a 4,000 square foot
outdoor patio, isolated study pods,
an Off Campus lounge and a theatre,
according to Housing and Dining
Senior Director David McDonald. The
magisters’ house, quad and nearby
parking lot remain under construction
and are expected to be completed in the
next two to three weeks.
Forty students are currently living
in the new building after petitioning to
move onto campus ahead of the Feb.
15 return date set by the university.
Approximately 150 to 160 total Sidizens
will reside there during the semester
and continue to move into the new
building in a trickle, according to
McDonald. The building has a total
capacity of 312 students.
The new building features a 12-story
block, a five-story block, and a twostory block, all connected to each
other on a circular building site. Floors
one and two contain common space,
while floors three through 12 contain
student housing, with the five-story
block connecting to the 12-story block on its
third, fourth and fifth floors, according to
McDonald.
According to McDonald, the second floor
of the building features a dining room for
students, two flex rooms, a kitchenette, a
laundry room and a magisters’ house, which
is still under construction. Also located on
the second floor is an outdoor patio featuring
solar panels, ceiling fans and comfortable
outdoor seating on 4,000 square feet of space.
The New Sid commons features a terra
cotta brise-soleil along the outer windows for
sun shading and a ceiling made of red oak
slats. Also located on the first floor is an outer
commons with a grand staircase leading to
study pods, a kitchen and a public dining
room that Senior Project Manager Anzilla
Gilmore deemed “the best PDR on campus.”
Ese Amata, a Sid freshman currently
residing in the new building, lived in a
McMurtry College double last semester. He
said he enjoys the abundance of common
study areas, “nicer” bathrooms and spacious
facilities of New Sid, but his favorite part
is how it facilitates an improved sense of
community among Sidizens.
“The best part of my experience at New
Sid is being reunited with all the freshmen
and upperclassmen in the same building,”
Amata said. “I look forward to rediscovering
Sid culture and building a closer community
once everyone is back on campus. It’s also
exciting being the first set of students to live
at New Sid.”
Jack Gray, a Sid sophomore, said that
moving into the new building early has come
with pros and cons.
“Moving back to campus early, I have been
able to see the process of finishing New Sid,
which has been super cool,” Gray said. “Along
the same lines, the most difficult part has
been feeling like I’m living in a construction
zone.”
Alison Drileck, a Sid senior, lived in Wiess
College last semester. She said she treasures
the chance to be reunited with her fellow
Sidizens for her last semester here.
“Even though it is a new building, being
back around familiar faces gives it that sense
of coming home,” Drileck said. “Just being
able to go down the hall and ask if anyone
wants to walk to dinner with me is such a
huge morale booster that I didn’t realize how
much I was missing.”
Drileck said she has been enjoying the
space immensely so far.
“The new building is so, so nice,” Drileck
said. “I’m in a dingle on the ninth floor and the
view is absolutely stunning; the first evening
at sunset I could see across the entirety of
campus. We’ve definitely been exploring the
building and getting a sense of the new space.

It’s fun to imagine all the new experiences
that future generations of Sidizens are going
to have here.”
According to Amata, some maintenance
issues emerged in his first week in New Sid,
including a two-hour power outage and a
couple of days where the water pressure
flattened out, resulting in students being
unable to use the sinks, showers or toilets.

According to McDonald, Seibel will expand its
serving capacity by adding new serving lines
and more kitchen storage capacity, including
a new refrigerator and another storeroom.
Although Seibel is currently closed, it will
open by Feb. 13 at the latest, depending on
how many students move onto campus early.
McDonald said he is proud that the
construction and planning teams still

Channing Wang / Thresher

The new Sid Richardson College building features 10 floors of student housing
and spacious common areas
including a 4,000 square foot outdoor patio.
Drileck said the ongoing construction
made her move-in day difficult, but that the
situation has improved since then.
“I came back on the very first day possible,
and there was a lot of construction going on,”
Drileck said. “It was a bit chaotic getting my
stuff up to my room while trying to stay out of
the way. Things have definitely settled down
a lot since then. Now, the biggest struggles
are the lights going out or occasionally losing
water in the building due to the low occupancy
or the odd construction noise during class.”
According to McDonald, the issues are due
to the fact that work on the building is still
ongoing.
“The building is not entirely finished
and we have had to run tests on the new
water pumps, so supply can be interrupted,”
McDonald said. “The same goes with
installing electrical fixtures and power has
to be turned off for some of the projects. We
tried to be very diligent with students moving
in that there would be interruptions and
sometimes contractors needing to enter their
rooms.”
McDonald said construction of New Sid
will continue on a more minor scale for the
next two or three weeks, primarily on the
magisters’ house, parking lot, sidewalks
and quad, along with smaller operations
inside the building that include painting,
wall defects and sound and technology
installations. Although construction workers
continue to be present inside the building,
they stay distanced from students and use
a designated elevator to navigate between
floors, according to McDonald.
Sid Rich resident associates Cam and
Kasey Leigh Yearty said Sidizens have had
to get creative with socializing within the
bounds of COVID-19 regulations, utilizing
the open-air seating and hammocks on the
second-floor terrace. The Yearty’s, whose
terms as RAs began this semester, have also
been organizing distanced walks with a
handful of students.
“We brought two of our puppies with
us,” Cam Yearty said. “We’ve been trying to
organize some around-campus walks with
the dogs to … give the Sidizens who are on
campus or in the Houston area a chance to
meet one another. We start in the Sid commons
[and] usually pick up a few stragglers who
are just hanging around and want to go for
a walk. It’s really been just trying to find
those opportunities for easy, organic ways to
introduce people to each other in this space.”
The New Sid commons connects directly
to Seibel Servery, which now serves Lovett
and Will Rice Colleges in addition to Sid Rich.

managed to complete the project this semester
despite the trying events of the past year.
“When you think about what we went
through in the past 18 months since we broke
ground … we had two near-miss hurricanes.
During COVID. And we still managed to get
this thing open,” McDonald said.

Kasey Leigh Yearty said that while she
and her husband have loved welcoming in
the trickle of Sidizens that have moved into
the new building so far, they’re excited to
build a community in the year ahead. Cam
Yearty added that the fall semester spent in
dispersion across campus has likely shaped
Sid culture for years to come.
“Some of those ad hoc solutions that
[Sidizens] came up with over the past
year are probably going to carry on
even when we are back together,”
Yearty said. “The means of connecting
virtually will always be with us. I think
that’s a new tradition that they’ll get
to keep and make into their own,
hopefully as a supplement and not as a
primary means of socialization.”
Drileck said that while the events
of the past year were certainly not how
she imagined her senior year, they have
proved that Sid is more a community
than a physical space.
“I think a lot of us went through that
initial state of grief and confusion while
trying to figure out what these changes
would mean for our college, but then
everyone sort of came together, eager
to do the work,” Drileck said. “Our
strength over this tumultuous time is
truly owed entirely to all the amazing
people who make Sid what it is: our
college leadership, including our
fantastic President Nia [Prince], our
social and spirit chairs, our magisters, college
coordinator, and resident associates, old
and new, and everyone in our community
who goes out of their way to try to provide
what made their own experiences special to
others. Even with all the twists and turns this
past year has brought us, I could not imagine
being a part of a different residential college.
Sid is my family, no matter the space we call
home.”
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EDITORIAL

It’s Black History Month. Let’s listen to our Black students.

February is Black History Month, which
for the Rice community means it’s an
especially fitting time to reflect on the history
of Black students on campus. William Marsh
Rice’s original charter for the school excluded
non-white students, and ever since the first
Black undergraduates were admitted in 1965,
the Black student community at Rice has
made significant contributions to campus
while simultaneously facing continued
discrimination and racism.
This past summer, Black students let us
know how we can make campus better with
a list of demands called “Tangible Ways to
Improve the Black Experience, as Demanded
by Black Students: Inaction is Not an Option,”
illuminating how the school still has a long
way to go to fully accommodate all students.
One of these demands was to admit more
Black students. Given the recently announced
plans to grow the student body 20 percent
by 2025, this demand is more viable than
ever. In order to show support for the Black
community on campus, the administration
must use this opportunity to increase the
diversity of each incoming class as they
increase the number of students admitted

each year. Black History Month is a reminder at Willy’s Statue in this update diminishes
to students as well as to administration to the work of student activists and minimizes
take action on the opportunities to make this the impact of Rice’s legacies of racial
injustice today. Even if the task force is not
campus better for Black students.
Another such demand was to remove prepared to address the situation with formal
recommendations,
Willy’s Statue from
that committee has
the academic quad.
a
responsibility
Students have been
to
acknowledge
demonstrating
to
Given the recently
the issue as one
have the statue
of
significant
taken down for announced plans to
and
immediate
over 100 days, but grow the student body
implications
for
little specific action 20 percent by 2025, this
current and future
has been taken
Black students.
in
response
by demand [to admit more
One
of
the
administration, and Black students] is more
ways we can hold
we still don’t have a viable than ever.
our
university
clear idea of whether
accountable to such changes is by demanding
the statue will actually come down.
The Task Force on Slavery, Segregation and transparency, a demand mentioned in the
Racial Justice sent out an update on their work list of tangible ways to improve the Black
via email last week explaining their progress experience. The list demands transparency
so far and ongoing research efforts. While we concerning acceptance rates and other
recognize the importance of the academic metrics. Being a Black student at Rice can
aspect of the task force’s charge and commend be an isolating experience in many contexts,
the historical research completed so far, the including in classrooms and residential
decision to not explicitly mention the protests colleges, because of how few Black students

there are and how spread out they are across
campus. The list also demands resources such
as investment in a non-residential house for
Black students and the ability for Black new
students to request a Black roommate. As the
student body grows, it’s important to keep the
demands of Black students in mind to ensure
that their college experience is equitable.
Another way our community can support
Black students is by taking advantage
of the resources that the task force has
accumulated, to facilitate our own reckoning
with Black history at Rice. From archival and
library resources to digital projects, recorded
lectures and podcasts, there are countless
sources available to our entire community.
Fondren Library staff have also compiled
resources into a Black Lives Matter LibGuide,
and the Woodson Research Center partnered
with Rice for Black Life to exhibit “Rice Black
Lives” at the Rice Memorial Center through
the month of February. In acknowledgement
of Black History Month, we all should take
advantage of the opportunities currently
available to educate ourselves and others
while continuing to hold our university
accountable for doing more.

OPINION

Enough deliberation: Down with Willy

At sit-ins during the fall semester, system of labor, and the abuses and
fellow protestors and I would occasionally indignities it imposed on enslaved Black
be confronted by passersby defending people, than even his harshest critics have
William Marsh Rice’s legacy and his claimed.
Existing research on our university’s
statue’s placement on our campus.
Some may attribute the stubornness namesake establishes him as an enslaver
of Willy’s defenders to the gaps in the of at least 15 people, among other antirecord of William Marsh Rice’s ties to Black actions. Nonetheless, it also
slavery. However, as more information separates William Marsh Rice from the
about William Marsh Rice’s life comes to plantation system. “William Marsh Rice
light, this ignorance becomes a choice. and His Institute” concludes that William
Decision-makers and opponents of the Marsh Rice “was too shrewd to go into
cotton
raising
sit-in alike must
himself, subject as
come to terms with
it was to the endless
the overwhelming
uncertainties
evidence of the
Decision-makers and
of
labor,
soil
Rice family’s anticonditions,
Blackness and take opponents of the sit-in
unstable markets,
down the statue.
alike must come to terms
and the weather.”
Members of the with the overwhelming
However, records
Rice
community
that I resurfaced
— those involved evidence of the Rice
bring
Rice’s
in the Task Force family’s anti-Blackness
founder
and
on
Slavery, and take down the statue.
namesake
even
Segregation
and
Racial Justice, as well as other researchers closer to life at an enslaved labor camp,
— are working to uncover information deepening the extent of William’s ties
about Rice’s past and the people who to slavery and bolstering the need to
shaped it. Last semester, I conducted immediately bring down his statue.
William moved to Texas in 1837 and
research via HIST 535 (a seminar taught
by task force co-chair and professor Caleb quickly became a cotton merchant and
McDaniel, aided by the archivists at the slaveowner. In 1854, his brother and
Woodson Center and my classmates) on partner Frederick took charge of Edge
William Marsh Rice’s younger brother and Hill cotton plantation and in 1855 listed
business partner, Frederick Allyn Rice, 35 enslaved men, women and children
and the pair’s connections to slavery. It as human property of the estate William
was through this research that I learned himself was also directly involved in the
that William Marsh Rice was even more affairs of Edge Hill, as he and Frederick
heavily involved with the plantation both profited off the cotton cultivated by
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the enslaved people of the labor camp
and sold by William’s eponymous firm (in
which Frederick was a partner) — 118 bales
of Edge Hill cotton were sold in this manner
from late 1859 to early 1860 alone. Far
from being “too shrewd” to get entangled
with a cotton plantation, William sold
Frederick’s cotton & was concerned about
hyper-specific management issues at Edge
Hill. These records connect William Marsh
Rice to plantation slavery more closely
than ever before, a development that
cannot be minimized, making his statue’s
placement at Rice University all the more
unacceptable.
It is imperative to place the enslaved
people that picked and processed the
cotton that filled the Rice bales at the
center of the story. The 50 Black people
enslaved by the Rice brothers (at least,
this is a conservative estimate) are the real
founders of Rice University. Learn their
names. Research their lives. And honor
their memories by working to decolonize
Rice University. The fortune underlying
its endowment was partly accumulated
through their blood, sweat and tears.
The products of their unpaid labor
and their stolen wages, taken with the
many more Black people exploited and
utilized as capital in the Rice brothers’
various business dealings, were key to
William Marsh Rice being able to create
the Rice Institute and bar Black students
from attending the same. To continue to
literally place William Marsh Rice on a
pedestal honors his legacy of enslaving,
exploiting and excluding Black people.
We now know more than ever before
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about the depth of Rice’s ties to slavery.
Still, we have much more to learn about the
Rice family’s ties to anti-Blackness, and it
is certain that further investigation will
only deepen the urgency of recognition,
reflection and reparation. Research
into Frederick Allyn Rice’s sons, early
members of the board of the Rice Institute
and residents of Edge Hill Plantation, will
likely reap more stories of anti-Blackness.
Yet careful study of the past is not enough:
Rice must change its approach in the
present. Black students have offered the
public and administration alike a tangible
list of demands to work towards this goal.
While taking down Willy’s statue has
drawn the most attention, it is important
that long-term demands like decolonizing
Rice’s curriculum, increasing Black
students’ presence and working to
repair Rice’s relationship with Houston’s
Black community be addressed as well.
Rice University was born out of antiBlackness, and understanding this history
necessitates action. It is not too late to
heed the demands of Black students and
begin to reconcile our university’s legacy.

Ben Schachter
BAKER COLLEGE
JUNIOR
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draft to thresher@rice.edu.
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‘Quarantined Sexualities’: Postdoctoral

fellow Evan Choate rethinks queer literature
KAVYA SAHNI
ASST FEATURES EDITOR
Evan Choate has always been interested
in contextualizing literature and narratives —
and the past year gave him quite the backdrop
to do so. For Choate, a postdoctoral fellow
in public humanities with the Humanities
Research Center at Rice, a central element
to the narrative of being out or being proud
is about “living your truth” and “embodying
this identity” — a large part of which is done
by accessing community. Although Choate
lives with his husband and dog, being at
home and isolated because of the pandemic
has made this identity feel “muted,” he said.
“I’ve never really thought that explicitly
about, ‘Why are the social aspects so
important to my own sense of my sexuality?’”
Choate said. “Whereas when some of these
avenues are cut off from you, it becomes a
more acute question.”
These ideas led Choate to conceptualize
“Quarantined Sexualities,” a section of the
class “Queer Literary Cultures.”
While conceptualizing the class, Choate
thought about precedents in literature for
the “imperfect isolation” we’re experiencing
right now, where people have access to the
internet and can interact with others, but still
have a sense of being alone. Choate wanted
to consider how questions of sexuality
played out in various historical contexts
before this pandemic, how the events of the
past year have created a new perspective on
sexuality and identity, and how historical
texts can provide context to what people are
experiencing right now.
“Especially for queer people, there’s so
much that we lack right now, like events
and spaces that people could congregate,
that they could meet, which are sort of
fundamental to a lot of people’s experience
of community,” Choate said. “They’re just
missing right now. So it’s part of a broader
curiosity about the significance of that lack,
or that absence.”
Choate grew up in Canada, and received
his undergraduate degree in philosophy
from the University of British Columbia.
Towards the end of his degree, he took a

FROM PAGE 1

NEXT FOUR YEARS
Michelle Gachelin, a Sid Richardson
College freshman, said she is trying not to
get her hopes for the next four years up too
high. Just because Biden is now president
doesn’t mean the country’s problems are
going to vanish.
“This has been so bad for so long,”
Gachelin said. “It’s not like it’s going to be a
magic fix or a quick fix now that Biden is in
office, but it’s hopefully going to be easier to
manage a lot of problems in the country with
a different person in charge.”
Other students expressed their worries
regarding the administration.
“My fear is people will stop pushing for
change because now we have a relatively
chill kind of guy, but I’m afraid it’s going to
make a lot of people stop caring,” Young said.
Like Young, Frucht has her own concerns,
and a number of issues she would like to see
the Biden administration address in addition
to the pandemic.
“I hope that this pressing [COVID-19] issue
doesn’t cause other issues to be tossed to the
side,” Frucht said. “One issue in particular
that I am hoping is addressed is gun control.
Though schools are not running normally
right now, gun control will likely once again
be a problem once they are, so I hope the
Biden administration makes that a priority
on their agenda.”
Hadley Kruse, a Brown College junior,
voted for libertarian candidate Jo Jorgensen
last presidential election as a protest vote,
she said, as she “did not align with either

Shakespeare class, sat in on a graduate
seminar, and decided to pursue a master’s
degree in literature. From there, Choate came
to Rice in 2013; he got his Ph.D. in the English
department last spring.
From the range of FWISs and upperlevel Shakespeare classes that Choate has
taught so far, the one that still sticks with
him the most is “History and Meaning,”
a class within the cultural heritage minor
that he taught in the fall of 2018. The class
contextualized historical texts and moments,
focusing on literature, politics and social
theory specifically in Houston and within the
Rice community.
“That was another class where I sort of
gave students a lot of leeway in terms of how
they were going to approach the issues. I
allowed them to bring in different texts and
ideas that spoke to them, and we took them
up as a class,” Choate said. “It was one of
the best experiences that I ever had teaching.
Because I think when you come into a class
with open questions, you learn a lot from it.”
Choate is trying to bring that flexibility
to the class he’s teaching this semester.
“Quarantined Sexualities” is at its core a
discussion-based class, but Choate plans
to adjust the format over the course of the
semester to allow students to engage in the
most productive ways. The fact that people
primarily convene and socialize on digital
platforms these days is a direct result of the
pandemic, which in itself is an example
of the kind of cultural shift that the class
focuses on.
“The class itself, and the class format, is
very much within the realm of what we’re
studying and what we’re interested in,”
Choate said. “Which I think is maybe always
the case to a certain extent, in a literature
course, because we’re always sort of thinking
about how we read and the context in which
we’re reading, but I think it’s especially
pronounced in this case.”
At the beginning of each meeting of
“Quarantined Sexualities,” students bring
in a current event or trend and connect it
to a historical work that the class is looking
at, as a way of generating discussion. When
it comes to the final project, Choate has the
Biden or Trump’s platform close enough to
vote for either.” She hopes her peers will be
skeptical of promises of “normalcy” in the
Biden years.
“Biden is a return to ‘normalcy,’ but that
is not a good thing for most Americans,”
Kruse said. “‘Normalcy’ in our political
system means a return to power for the
corrupt political establishment. This means
more endless wars, corporate capture of
government and policies that look out for the
political and economic elites of society, not
the average citizen.”

My fear is people will
stop pushing for change
because now we have a
relatively chill kind of guy.
Hannah Young
WIESS COLLEGE SOPHOMORE
Evolution of political engagement
Across the country, organizers and
activists made massive efforts to increase
political engagement and participation
ahead of the 2020 presidential election.
According to Daphne Flores, Jones College
senior and president of Rice Civic Duty,
campus was no exception.
“What we saw — which I think was very
different from last year — was a big surge of
student organizations that perhaps aren’t
typically politically engaged or address

PHOTO COURTESY STEVEN DUBLE

Postdoctoral fellow Evan Choate and his dog, Ace, at a pet fashion show benefiting a
pet food delivery program. Choate designed and made the headpiece himself, and the
photograph was taken right after Ace was announced as the winner.
broad contours of the ultimate goal in place
for students who are interested in a nontraditional project: community engagement.
“I want to, in some way, have the project
take the kind of work that we’re doing in
the classroom, and use it to actually engage
with the community,” Choate said. “I think
there’s going to be a lot of creative leeway
there for students who want to engage

with the material in the course in a nontraditional way.”
Choate hopes to continue that creative
leeway throughout the semester — in the
last week of class, students will bring in
a short text of their own choosing for
discussion.
This article has been condensed for print.
Read full story online at ricethresher.org.

political issues, be very interested in teaching
their voters how, when and where to vote,”
Flores said.
Even though the presidential election
is over, Flores predicts that Rice students
will have continued opportunities to get
involved in political organizing, such as
attending educational webinars to writing
letters to elected officials.
Rice for Biden, headed and co-founded
by Lovett College senior Alex Vela, was
another active campus organization in the
months leading up to the 2020 election.
Although the organization’s purpose
has run its course, Vela said continued
political engagement is vital moving into
this year.
“Following the election, it might be easy
for some people to turn off their political
brain, so to speak, and just sit back. I would
invite people not to do that,” Vela said.
“It’s still important for everyone to be as
engaged as they were before. Engagement
is what leads to accountability and the
good government practices we want to see.
I’m hopeful that people remain engaged.”
Frucht thinks political engagement on
campus will not change much, although
she believes that since the election is over
there will temporarily be less enthusiasm
for political groups.
“Personally, I am hoping to become
more involved with on-campus political
groups, but that is not because of the
change in administration,” Frucht said.
Kruse would like to see similar levels of
political engagement — and criticism — as
Rice saw in the last for years.

“I hope the students are equally as critical
of the Biden administration as they rightly
were for the Trump administration,” Kruse
said. “Given the fact that Rice students are
[mostly] Democrat according to midterm

ILLUSTRATION BY DALIA GULCA

voting, it is difficult to get other perspectives
from people on campus.”
Observing politics, especially during the
last four years, has convinced some students
of the importance of staying engaged
regardless of the administration in place.
“It’s important to continue advocating
and being engaged at a grassroots level,”
Zheng said. “Trump being out of the White
House is only a single obstacle that’s been
overcome — though admittedly a large
obstacle. There needs to be continued
scrutiny of both the current federal
administration and local politicians,
regardless of party affiliation.”
This article has been condensed for print.
Read full story online at ricethresher.org.
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ARTS&ENTERTAINMENT
Local organizations partner to revitalize the
legacy of Houston’s historic Freedmen’s Town

“I see a version of my family that I didn’t know.” Houston Freedmen’s Town
Conservatory Executive Director Zion Escobar on seeing photographs of past
inhabitants of Freedmen’s Town on Facebook Live on Jan. 28.

MICHELLE GACHELIN
FOR THE THRESHER

Nestled in Houston’s Fourth Ward
is the city’s historic Freedmen’s Town,
a neighborhood of formerly enslaved
Black people settled post-emancipation
into what would become a cultural and
artistic hub, rightfully earning the Fourth
Ward its title as the “Harlem of the South”
in the early 20th century. While only
around 50 of the original 508 structures
are still standing in the 40-block district,
Freedmen’s Town remains a historical,
cultural and artistic hub, and local

non-profit Houston Freedmen’s Town
Conservancy is dedicated to protecting
and revitalizing the site’s legacy.
A new creative partnership between
the Conservancy and Contemporary
Arts Museum Houston will facilitate
the construction of a new visitors
center in Fourth Ward that organization
leaders hope will encourage community
engagement and education. The venture
was announced last Thursday, Jan.
28 during a Facebook Live talk titled
“Telling the Story of Freedom” with
HFTC Executive Director Zion Escobar
and CAMH Executive Director Hesse

McGraw. At its core, the center will serve
as a vehicle for telling the full story of
hard-won freedom in Houston’s oldest
African American neighborhood — one
that is only just beginning to be shared
in its entirety.
Escobar and McGraw’s conversation
began with an overview of the
Conservancy’s goals for the center,
which include supporting upcoming
development
by
advocating
for
community
building
and
public
education
through
heritage-based
tourism and events in the district. As
they shared potential renderings of an
improved Freedmen’s Town with live
viewers, Escobar and McGraw agreed
about the power of visual storytelling
through art that “encompass[es] trauma,
self-liberation, joy and freedom” in
catalyzing civic engagement.
“Those moments [captured through
art] and their history are very indicative
of the culture, beauty, and power of this
neighborhood,” Escobar said.
They emphasized that the redesigning
of the town should serve in part as a
reminder to visitors of the “greatness”
that formed the foundation of their city,
and that “there was something very
special here and you should not forget
it.”
While this new mission could
arguably become the most ambitious
project undertaken by the Conservancy
to restore Freedmen’s Town thus far, it
is preceded by multiple smaller-scale
efforts that have helped pave the way for
the site’s rehabilitation.
This article has been condensed
for print. Read the full story online at
ricethresher.org.

Community-centered art show Collect it for the Culture III opens Downtown
JAMES KARROUM
SENIOR WRITER

Collect it for the Culture III is the third
annual Houston art show by Black Buddha
Creative Agency that seeks to present culturefocused fine art and encourage beginning
collectors. This year the Black-curated,
Black-organized show continued its mission
by showcasing many more artists than in
past years, creating a significant platform for
featured BIPOC artists to gain exposure. The
show opened to the public last Saturday, Jan.
30 at GreenStreet, a commercial development
in Downtown Houston, and will be on view
until Feb. 28.
The first Collect it for the Culture show
in 2018 was displayed at the Union in
the Old Sixth Ward and was curated by
Robert Hodge, who also curated this year’s
iteration. The first show had six artists,
and the second in 2019 had only four,
but this year’s has 40 artists showcasing
108 submissions, according to Black
Buddha founder India Lovejoy. She said

the exhibition’s title is a response to the
notion of “Do it for the culture,” a phrase
popularized by Migos’s 2018 song “Culture
National Anthem - Outro” that criticizes
artists for focusing on their image rather
than the improvement of pop culture.
“Fine art is something we can do for the
culture,” Lovejoy said. “The best way to
contribute to culture is to support the artists
that are driving the culture.”
Black identity is on full display,
exemplified by “Some of My Best Friends
Are Colored” by Israel McCloud — an
abstract painting of a grid of dripping,
colored squares and phrases like “WHITE
ONLY,” brought into the third dimension
with glued-on crayons and paintbrushes.
Similarly, D.C. Boson challenges historical
white normativity with his photography
series “Afro - Baroque.” “David with the
Head of Goliath” sees a Black man holding a
Klansman’s hood in Boson’s reinterpretation
of Caravaggio’s painting of the same name.
These are only two of the many poignant
artworks that establish the gallery as a place

of power for people of color. The labels for
each piece include a tiny QR code that links
to an internet search of their selling price, a
reminder that the show’s imperative title is
meant to be taken literally.
“We have all these first-time exhibitors.
We just want to show people this huge
spectrum of Texas artists in all these stages
of their careers; there’s a lot to be felt and
experienced here,” Lovejoy said. “We want to
show people how to support people, connect
people with the art of Houston and beyond.”
This article has been condensed for print.
Read the full story online at ricethresher.org.
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Fresh Catch: Kanau Sushi

The new high-rise Midtown sushi
restaurant excels in fresh, exotic
seafood and chic modern design.
See more at ricethresher.org.

Le Boeuf en Concert:
a Moo-sical and Artistic
Adventure

ARTWORK COURTESY CARLOS CRUZ-DIEZ

EMILY MA
THRESHER STAFF

An avant-garde multimedia film
project created by McMurtry College
sophomore Connor Chaikowsky and
Martel College sophomore Ling DeBellis,
“Le Boeuf en Concert’’ is an intersection
of classic Soviet cinema and Latin
American music and artwork. The
project weaves together Chaikowsky’s
violin performance of the piece “Circus
Fantasy’’ with DeBellis’ artistic rendering
of the 1936 film “Circus.”
The project will also feature pieces
commissioned
by
Rice
University
composers alongside artwork from
the Houston art gallery Sicardi | Ayers
| Bacino. “Le Boeuf en Concert’’ will
stream on A440.live on Feb. 12 and 13.
Chaikowsky and DeBellis began
collaborating in the summer of 2020,
after Chaikowsky first performed “Le
Boeuf sur le Toit” (The Ox on the Roof)
by Darius Milhaud and started to develop
a concert program based around the
piece. Its strong Brazilian roots inspired
Chaikowsky and DeBellis to incorporate
Latin American music and artwork into
their project, pairing short solo violin
works commissioned by Shepherd School
of Music composers with artwork from
Sicardi | Ayers | Bacino.
“I visited the gallery and basically
made a catalog of all the art they had,
and then each of the composers ended
up picking a work of art that they
thought would pair nicely with their
composition,” Chaikowsky said. “And
then a few composers [even] ended
up changing their composition from
being based on [Milhaud’s] melodies to
writing compositions based on [those]
actual artworks … the composers took
inspiration from the art and found it
resonates with their piece.”
For DeBellis, working on “Le Boeuf en
Concert” has been especially rewarding
as it gave her full creative freedom to dive
into her passions for film, photography
and digital design. She was even able to
interview Sergei Dreznin, the composer
of “Circus Fantasy.”
This article has been condensed
for print. Read the full story online at
ricethresher.org.

WEEKLY SCENES AND SCREENS
SUPER BOWL LV

NEW AT LAWNDALE

Watch the Kansas City Chiefs take
on the Tampa Bay Buccaneers — no,
seriously — at the 55th NFL Super Bowl
this Sunday on CBS starting at 5:30 p.m.
CST. If football isn’t your thing, tune in for
the real star(boy) of the show at halftime
when The Weeknd takes the stage.

Visit the Lawndale Art Center this
weekend for new exhibits from national
and local artists: “In Passing” by Rabea
Ballin, “Carnage” by Jennifer May Reiland
and “Mine the Gap” by Jacquelyne Boe,
David Janesko, Gerardo Rosales and Holly
Veselka. Admission is free, and viewing
appointments must be booked online.
Lawndale Art Center
4912 Main Street

RICE VILLAGE
FARMERS MARKET

“MALCOLM
& MARIE”

Take a socially-distanced and masked-up
stroll through Rice Village this Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for its biweekly
open-air farmers market. Support local
vendors and enjoy everything from fresh
produce to artisan coffee, honey, pasta
sauce and much more.

The highly anticipated black-andwhite drama “Malcolm & Marie”
hits Netflix this Friday, Feb. 5.
Co-stars John David Washington
(“BlacKkKlansman,” “Tenet”) and
Zendaya (“Euphoria”) will play lovers
navigating a tense crossroads in their
relationship, performances sure to
generate awards season buzz.

Kelvin Drive & Amherst Street
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Adekunle and Lennon lead volleyball team into new season
DANIEL SCHRAGER
SPORTS EDITOR

A lot has changed for the Rice volleyball
team since the end of their 2019 season,
which saw them earn their first top-25
ranking and the first win in an NCAA
tournament game in program history.
Since then, the Owls have seen several
key players leave. Of their nine most-used
players last year, only three remain on the
roster this season. Of the five Owls to earn
first or second team all-conference honors
in 2019, only two remain.
Despite this turnover, the Owls return
two of their most important players from
last season: junior middle blocker Anota
Adekunle and senior outside hitter Nicole
Lennon. Both players were named allAmerican honorable mentions by the
American Volleyball Coaches Association.
Lennon was the Owls’ primary attacker,
and finished No. 11 in the NCAA with
4.81 kills per set. Adekunle, meanwhile,
was the team’s most efficient attacker,
ranking No. 6 in the NCAA in hitting
percentage, which measures kills as a
percentage of attempts, with a mark of
42.3 percent.
According to Lennon, as a key
returning player, she’s had to take on a

I have to step up on and off
the court. I’m very much
a quiet person, but this
year, seeing that so many
upperclassmen graduated,
I’ve had to speak up a little
more.
Anota Adekunle
Junior Middle Blocker
new role on the team due to the changes
on the roster.
“My role has completely changed,”
Lennon said. “Last year we had six
seniors, so they took the reins. I’ve always
been more of a lead-by-example kind of

PHOTO COURTESY RICE ATHLETICS

Senior Nicole Lennon attempts a kill in Rice’s season opening win against the University of Houston at Tudor Fieldhouse. The Owls will count on
Lennon, along with junior Anota Adekunle, as they look to build off of their success last season.

person. Now that I’m the only senior, I’ve
had to step into a major leadership role.”
Adekunle has also seen her role with
the team change. According to Adekunle,
now that she is an upperclassman, she
has had to take on a more vocal role.
“I have to step up on and off the court
this year,” Adekunle said. “I’m very much
a quiet person and tend to [lead with]
my actions. But this year, seeing that so
many upperclassmen graduated, I’ve had
to speak up a little more.”
Adekunle has made an impact on
the court ever since she arrived at Rice.
After her freshman season, Adekunle
earned second team all-conference
honors, and was named most valuable
player of the C-USA tournament.
Last year, as a sophomore Adekunle
reached new heights, improving her
hitting percentage by 7.9 percent, and
increasing her kills total by 130. This year,
Adekunle said she’d like to improve her

game by making it more well-rounded.
“This season [I’d like to] step up my
defense,” Adekunle said. “I’m pretty good
on offense, but I would like the same to
be said for my blocking and passing.”
Lennon, too, made waves immediately
after arriving on campus. As a freshman,
she won C-USA co-freshman of the year,
and then conference player of the year the
following year. Her junior year, she upped
her totals in nearly every statistical category,
including kills and hitting percentage.
According to Lennon, her success on the
court is a product of the confidence that she
has built up over the years.
“My biggest strength is my confidence,”
Lennon said. “When I’m on the court, I
want the ball at all times, because I’m
confident that I’m going to put it away.
That’s not something that really came
naturally to me, but it’s developed over
my years here with my years of training.”
Despite the personal accolades that

her success has brought, Lennon said she
remains very team-oriented.
“One of the best parts of playing
volleyball is helping your teammates get
a win,” Lennon said. “My teammates are
my best friends and being able to bring
happiness to all of us is so much fun, and
it’s the reason that I play.”
As the team begins its season, they look
to build on last year’s success. While the
team is off to a 1-3 start, already just one
loss shy of their entire loss total from last
year, Adkunle said things will start trending
upwards if they focus and execute.
“With this season being a little
different, [due to the COVID-19
pandemic], it’s important to be
intentional about the things we do on
and off the court because the margin for
error is very small,” Adekunle said. “We
just all have to work together and lean
on each other for support to make [our]
goals happen.”

year, she led the Owls in shots on goal
with 44 and finished No. 2 on the team in
assists with four.
“It was a really nice honor,” Schultz
said of the selection. “But I’m not worried
about that; I’m focusing on performing
this season.”
One advantage to the delayed start
of this season for the Owls is that it has
allowed for multiple injuries to heal,
including Schutlz’s, that otherwise
would have kept players out of the lineup.
According to Lee, having their season
pushed back due to the pandemic had
both positive and negative repercussions.
“The plus is that we’ve had a lot more
time to prepare,” Lee said. “The preseason
in January isn’t quite the panic that it is in
August, and we’ve been able to build fitness
over time. But of course, we haven’t played
a game in over 12 months, so we’re not used
to 11-per-side against an opponent.”
Roelfsema
echoed
her
coach’s
sentiment, adding that the delay allowed
the team’s newcomers more time to adapt
than they usually receive.
“[The delayed start] has been good for
the freshman, adjusting to the team and
not getting here and being thrown into the
season two weeks later,” Roelfsema said.
“But at the same time, we haven’t played
any games. Practice is just not the same.
I felt that in the game — I think everyone
felt that — it’s just so much quicker and
there’s so much more chaos. We need to
get used to that.”

Roelfsema also said that the extra time
has allowed the team to get close, and that
will hopefully show up on the pitch.
“We’re a very close team, we
understand each other well, and that’s
helpful [during games],” she said. “But
that is going to take a little time to
translate to the field.”
As for playing in the midst of a
pandemic, Lee said the onus is on the
players to handle their business in a
professional manner.
“We need to be mature and professional
about how we handle traveling and

COVID,” he said. “Obviously, it’s going to
be different, with the restrictions on the
bus and the way we’ll eat. Everything
changes just a little, but when kick-off time
comes we’ve got to be ready to play.”
Schultz added that she is pleased
with the way the Owls’ have handled the
COVID-19 situation, and is confident that it
will benefit them throughout this season.
“Our team has stepped up during
COVID and done what we needed to do
to be ready for the season,” Schultz said.
“I don’t think every team has taken it as
seriously as we have. We’re ready to play.”

FROM PAGE 1

SOCCER
Specifically, Lee noted that the defense
needs some improvement heading into
the regular season.
“Right now we’ve got to be better with
our box defending,” Lee said. “We’re not
disciplined enough or where we need to
be in that aspect. Our backline is [also]
much different [than last year]; we’ll have
two or three freshmen or players who
haven’t played back there before, so it will
take some getting used to.”
Still, the Owls are in a good position as
the season kicks off. A poll of the 14 C-USA
head soccer coaches saw Rice projected
to finish No. 2 in the C-USA West Division
behind defending co-champion North
Texas University.
That coaches poll also revealed the
Preseason All-Conference Team, to
which Schultz and senior defender Mijke
Roelfsema were named.
A transfer from Boston College and
originally from The Netherlands with
vast international experience, Roelfsema
anchored the Rice defensive line during
the 2019 season. She played a whopping
97.4 percent of the minutes during that
season, leading a defense that allowed
only 11.1 shots per game.
Schultz, originally from Saint Louis,
Missouri, was named to the C-USA AllFreshman team in 2018 and carried that
momentum through the 2019 season. That

PHOTO COURTESY MARIA LYSAKER

Junior Madison Kent heads the ball in the Owls’ exhibition match against the University of
Houston last week.
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Broken New Semester Resolutions for Broken Down Students
So, you’ve already broken all of your new semester resolutions and had
multiple mental breakdowns in the first week of classes. It’s okay. We have, too.
The Backpage has gathered the most popular broken resolutions to throw in the
trash, where our hopes and dreams for a normal spring semester are.
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Lifespan: a week
Cause of Death: You tried, you really did. You
even downloaded a fancy alarm app that makes
you solve math problems at 6 a.m. It never works.
You’re a Rice student for goodness’ sake; you’ll
solve the arithmetic problems without even
breaking the REM cycle and go back to sleep. Nice
try though. I’m sure your roommate appreciates it.
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Lifespan: three lectures
Cause of Death: Your finals hit you hard. You
walked away from it swearing you’d never fall
behind in a class again. No more cramming,
you said; no more watching lectures at five
times speed and pretending you understood
your professors’ high-speed squeaking. But one
missed Zoom class has turned into four, and
now you have three assignments due at 11:59
p.m. Happens to the best of us.

Clean

Lifespan: one Houston storm
Cause of Death: You bought the broom, the dustpan and maybe even a Swiffer if
you were feeling really ambitious. You and your roommate made a pact to sweep
every Thursday. But you got caught in a Houston-typical, 12-second downpour
and now you’re soaked. Your shoes are muddy and you somehow manage to
leave stains on the floor in not one, but three shades of brown, despite that
awkward, tippy-toe, waddle thing you do in an attempt to make a smaller mess.
Sorry, but a Swiffer’s not washing that out. Clean dorms are overrated anyway,
you think. Your future self, on move-out day, will hate you for it.
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Lifespan: one Wednesday
Cause of Death: Servery food isn’t exactly known for
its health benefits, but you decide to try your best
and actually get vegetables so the people serving
you the food don’t judge you. You’ve made it through
the first few days, avoiding the fried foods, getting
salads, drinking water and cutting out dessert, which
is especially easy because they served that weird
wet cake substance again. However, on Wednesday
at 4:30 p.m., you hear church bells. They sound like
they’re coming from West Servery — they’re signaling
the death of your resolution. As you walk through
the door you make eye contact with Chef Rogers.
He smiles at you and you smile back. He holds out
the cinnamon roll. It compels you, and you lay your
resolution to rest.

Social-

ize

Lifespan: one weekend
Cause of Death: To many Rice students, the
thought of talking to another human is a
frightening idea. It might be time to have “a life,”
you think. Well, as you’ll come to find out, this
thought process is dangerous. After you venture
outside your cozy dorm room, you find yourself
thrust into the real world, trying to eat dinner
with strangers in your college’s quad. “I think
I’m in love with my math professor,” you say. You
realize that real people don’t need to unmute,
they just don’t know how to respond to that.
They look at you with concerned expressions. No
one is talking, so you run away. Mission failed:
You escape back to your dorm and cry.

The Backpage is satire, written this week by Ndidi Nwosu and Timmy Mansfield, edited by Smashed Matovic and designed by Simona Matrash. For recycling tips, email JamesJoyceLovesFarts@rice.edu.
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the right to refuse any advertising for
any reason. Additionally, the Thresher
does not take responsibility for the
factual content of any ad. Printing an
advertisement does not constitute an
endorsement by the Thresher.
Display advertisements must be
received by 5 p.m. on the Friday prior to
publication.
First copy free, second copy $5.
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must accompany your classified advertisement, which must be received
by 12 p.m. on the Friday prior to
publication.
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